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COUNTING EVERY SOURCE EXACTLY ONE\textsuperscript{1} TIME WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE NUMBER OF CITATIONS IN THAT SOURCE TO DIFFERENT TILLMAN-AUTHORED PUBLICATIONS

2003 Extant [ 1]\textsuperscript{ii}
2004 Extant [ 4]
2005 Extant [ 8]
2006 Extant [13]
2007 Extant [15]
2008 Extant [14]
2009 Extant [29]
2010 Extant [28]
2011 Extant [29]
2012 Extant [32]
2013 Extant [40]
2014 Extant [40]\textsuperscript{iii}
2015 Extant [23]
2016 Extant [14] Forthcoming [2]\textsuperscript{iv} Expected or Planned [14]\textsuperscript{v}
2017 Extant [ 0] Forthcoming [2] Expected or Planned [ 0]

---------------------
Total: 290\textsuperscript{vi}

(“Total” includes only “Extant” citations, which includes publicly available drafts. This total includes over 100 journal citations, and over 100 non-journal citations.\textsuperscript{vii})
FORTHCOMING
2017 CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


PURDON’S PENNSYLVANIA STATUTES AND CONSOLIDATED STATUTES CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, § PA. CONST. ART. 1, § 3 (current through 2016).

2 RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN E. NOWAK, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE §§ 10.8(a) n.5, 10.8(b) n.8 (5th ed. Update Mar. 2016).

Roy E. Brownell II, Vice Presidential Inability: Historical Episodes That Highlight a Significant Constitutional Problem, 46(2) PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 434, 434 n.* (2016) (acknowledgment only).


FORTHCOMING
2016 CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


EXCEPTED OR PLANNED
2016 CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


[12] UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED § Article II, Section 1, Clause 5 (West forthcoming 2016) (citing Who Can Be President of the United States?: Candidate Hillary Clinton and the Problem of Statutory Qualifications) (MUST SEEK CITATION AFTER PAPER GOES LIVE: Westlaw only)

[13] UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED § Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 (West forthcoming 2016) (citing Merryman paper) (MUST SEEK CITATION AFTER PAPER GOES LIVE: Westlaw only)

[14] UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE § Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 (LexisNexis forthcoming 2016) (citing Merryman paper) (MUST SEEK CITATION AFTER PAPER GOES LIVE: Lexis only)


Terrence Berres, *Federalism & Separation of Powers (through May 10)*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (May 17, 2016, 8:00 AM), http://fswi.blogspot.ie/2016/05/federalism-separation-of-powers-through.html

Terrence Berres, *Federalism & Separation of Powers (through Apr 14)*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Apr. 18, 2016, 12:00 PM), http://fswi.blogspot.ie/2016/04/federalism-separation-of-powers-through_18.html (citing 2 Tillman-authored posts and an article citing Tillman)


Terrence Berres, *Federalism & Separation of Powers (through Mar 31)*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Apr. 6, 2016, 8:00 AM), http://fswi.blogspot.ie/2016/04/federalism-separation-of-powers-through.html


Rick Hasen, Tillman Relies on Democracy Canon to Support Interpretation that Sen. Cruz Eligible for President as Natural Born Citizen, ELECTION LAW BLOG (Jan. 18, 2016, 10:38 AM), http://electionlawblog.org/?p=79086.


Seth Barrett Tillman


Michael Ramsey, Seth Barrett Tillman on Originalism, Nonoriginalism and Senate Confirmation, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (Mar. 29, 2016, 6:16 AM), http://tinyurl.com/jlwgxwl (“The whole post is just brutally awesome ….”).

Michael Ramsey, Seth Barrett Tillman on the President’s Duty to Nominate, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (Mar. 21, 2016, 6:42 AM), http://tinyurl.com/zbghncc (“[Tillman] makes three characteristically interesting points, with which I agree in part and disagree in part.”).


5. Glenn Reynolds, SETH BARRETT TILLMAN: Litigating (former) Senator Hillary Clinton’s Legal Woes: A Response to Professor Rick Hasen (Election Law Blog)

7. Glenn Reynolds, R.I.P., FORREST MCDONALD: “Professor McDonald was and will remain—long into the distant future—among the most influential historians on American history, particularly in regard to the American Revolution and the Constitution’s framing era.” INSTAPUNDIT (Jan. 22, 2016, 10:42 AM), http://pjmedia.com/instapundit/224691/.


University of New Hampshire Law Review: About This Journal, University of New Hampshire Scholars’ Repository (last visited Mar. 16, 2016), http://scholars.unh.edu/unh_lr/, http://scholars.unh.edu/unh_lr/about.html (“The University of New Hampshire Law Review publishes two to four issues per year and has published articles by such noted scholars as: Erwin Chemerinsky, Joshua E. Kasternberg, Lisa Heinzerling, Joan Costa-Font, Stephen Black, John D. Hutson, Robert C. Sarvis, Seth Barrett Tillman, Sanford Levinson, Gaytri Kachroo, Stephen B. Bright, Randolph N. Jonakait, Patrick Woods, and Calvin Massey,” (emphasis added)).


University Internet Citations


**Twitter**


Glenn Reynolds (@Instapundit) on Twitter, Seth Barrett Tillman: The European Media & the Cologne Attacks. Scally’s bizarre use of “gro... (Jan. 13, 2016, 4:00 AM), https://twitter.com/instapundit/status/687242845871185920?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw.


Elektra Tig (@Elektratig) on Twitter, Seth Barrett Tillman’s Recommended Irish, British, and other European Blogs (and other publications) (Jan. 21, 2016, 10:20 AM), https://twitter.com/elektratig/status/690237540973068288.


New Reform Club & Other Tillman Posts


Seth Barrett Tillman, Part II, Louise Arbour’s Millions [of migrants] [of undocumented aliens] [of asylum seekers] [of stateless persons] [of internally displaced persons], THE NEW REFORM CLUB (Apr. 11, 2016, 7:38 AM), http://tinyurl.com/hq4quly

Seth Barrett Tillman, Louise Arbour Welcomes You To Administrative Unit 34B, THE NEW REFORM CLUB (Apr. 8, 2016, 8:38 AM), http://tinyurl.com/hsu6t3c


Seth Barrett Tillman, Metrics from the Social Science Research Network on Irish Law Departments (including Tillman’s department), THE NEW REFORM CLUB (Apr. 3, 2016, 5:45 AM), http://tinyurl.com/gtpbll2


Seth Barrett Tillman, *Part I, Does the President Have A Duty To Nominate Supreme Court Candidates? Does the Senate Have A Duty To Consider Nominees?*, THE NEW REFORM CLUB (Mar. 18, 2016, 1:33 PM), http://tinyurl.com/zrh4zbe.


Seth Barrett Tillman, *Ranking Legal Authors (not just academics): HeinOnline’s “ScholarRank’s Top 250 Authors,”* THE NEW REFORM CLUB (Jan. 11, 2016, 2:09 PM), http://reformclub.blogspot.ie/2016/01/ranking-legal-authors-not-just.html.


**EXTANT**

**2015 CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS**


[22] UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED § *Article I, Section 3, Clause 7* (West 2015) (citing *Originalism & The Scope of the Constitution’s Disqualification Clause*).


Voided, WORLD HERITAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA (last visited Sept. 2, 2015),

2015 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


Andrew Hyman, Declining to Enforce Court Orders Was All in a Day’s Work for Abraham Lincoln, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (July 1, 2015, 9:10 AM), http://originalismblog.typepad.com/the-originalism-blog/2015/06/declining-to-enforce-court-orders-was-all-in-a-days-work-for-abraham-lincolnandrew-hyman.html.

Andrew Hyman, The Implications of Merryman (UPDATED), THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (June 1, 2015, 6:59 PM), http://tinyurl.com/nlnuklk.


*New Articles on Administrative Law & Regulation (30th installment),* COMPARATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (May 9, 2015, 2:03 PM), http://tinyurl.com/oozkefr.


Mike Rappaport, *The Speaker of the House of Commons Appears to Have Been Required to Be a Member*, LIBRARY OF LAW & LIBERTY (Oct. 14, 2015), http://www.libertylawsite.org/2015/10/14/the-speaker-of-the-house-of-commons-appears-to-have-been-required-to-be-a-member/.


Mike Rappaport, *The Speaker of the House of Commons Appears to Have Been Required to Be a Member*, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (Oct. 15, 2015, 8:00 AM), http://originalismblog.typepad.com/the-originalism-blog/2015/10/in-a-prior-post-i-said-it-was-not-clear-whether-the-speaker-of-the-house-of-commons-was-required-to-be-a-member-a-couple-of-.html.


2015 Internet: Tillman’s Posts

New Reform Club


Seth Barrett Tillman

*Originalism Blog*


**Twitter**

WILLIAM BAUDE (@WILLIAMBAUDE) ON TWITTER (Sept. 8, 2015, 10:17 AM), https://twitter.com/WilliamBaude/status/641299222395011072 (“‘The standard restatement of ... Ex parte Merryman ... is wrong’ http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2646888 ... by Seth Barrett Tillman, of course.”).

WILLIAM BAUDE (@WILLIAMBAUDE) ON TWITTER (Aug. 27, 2015, 8:24 AM), https://twitter.com/WilliamBaude/status/636922155570171904 (“Michael Mukasey concedes that Seth Barrett Tillman is right ... (as Seth usually is).”).


RICK HASEN (@RICKHASEN) ON TWITTER, Who Can Be President of the United States?: Candidate Hillary Clinton and the Problem... (Dec. 29, 2015, 3:01 PM), https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/681973412928040961.


ROB KITCHIN (@ROBKITCHIN) ON TWITTER, Great to see @MaynoothUni @MaynoothLaw lecturer Seth Barrett Tillman's paper in Top 10 on SSRN in 2015 (Dec. 29, 2015, 1:20 PM), https://twitter.com/RobKitchin/status/681947809952743424.


LAWRENCE SOLUM (@LSOLUM) ON TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2015, 10:03 AM), https://twitter.com/lsolum/status/661967061019721728.


WALTER OLSON (@WALTEROLSON) ON TWITTER (July 24, 2015, 6:28 AM), https://twitter.com/walterolson/status/624571774634733569.

WALTER OLSON (@WALTEROLSON) ON TWITTER (July 24, 2015, 6:18 AM), https://twitter.com/walterolson/status/624569447999741952.

RAND SIMBERG (@RAND_SIMBERG) ON TWITTER (Aug. 10, 2015, 2:00 PM), https://twitter.com/Rand_Simberg/status/630846276834177024.

DEPARTMENT WEBSITE
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EXTANT
2014 CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED § Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 (West 2014).


Terrence Berres, *Wisconsin Federalinks Tues July 8th*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (July 8, 2014, 8:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/mwsr3w2.


Howard M. Friedman, *Recent Articles of Interest,* RELIGION CLAUSE (Jan. 6, 2014, 7:00 AM), http://religionclause.blogspot.ie/2014/01/recent-articles-of-interest.html (also cross-posted on Nexis).


Chris Holte, Undue influence and Dependency Corruption or why the Supreme Court Decision was so corrupt, HOLTES THOUGHTS (April 21, 2014, 3:35 PM), http://holtesthoughts.blogspot.ie/2014/04/undue-influence-and-dependency.html.


Marty Lederman, Thoughts on Zivotofsky, Part Four: Justice Thomas as constitutional iconoclast (or, “What was so terrible about King George III, anyway?”), JUST SECURITY (June 11, 2015, 3:59 PM), http://tinyurl.com/p8g50mq.


2013 CITATIONS


[34] BNA CORPORATE PRACTICE SERIES NO. 16-6, *Regulation of Corporate Political Activity* (2013).

UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED §§ Article I, Section 3, Clause 7; Article I, Section 6, Clause 2; Article I, Section 9, Clause 8; Article VI, Clause 3 (West 2013).

[35] UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE §§ Article I, Section 3, Clause 7; Article I, Section 6, Clause 2; Article I, Section 9, Clause 8; Article VI, Clause 3 (LexisNexis 2013).


(continued)


2013 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


“No Budget, No Pay” and the Twenty-Seventh Amendment, ALEXANDRIA CROSSROADS OF CIVILIZATION (Feb. 4, 2013), http://tinyurl.com/b6263c3.


Randy Barnett, Some Comments on Secession by Seth Barrett Tillman, THE VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (July 18, 2013, 7:45 PM), http://tinyurl.com/o7gb2k (also cross-posted on Nexis).


Terrence Berres, Why Professor Lessig’s 'dependence corruption' is not a founding-era concept, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Oct. 23, 2013, 9:10 AM), http://tinyurl.com/pnwzr34.


Terrence Berres, Are Supreme Court Justices 'Officers of and under the United States'? , MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (June 10, 2013, 10:47 AM), http://tinyurl.com/q64myw5.


Rick Hasen, “*Why Professor Lessig’s ‘dependence corruption’ is not a founding-era concept,*” ELECTION LAW BLOG (Oct. 23, 2013, 7:50 AM), http://electionlawblog.org/?p=56206.


Rick Hasen, “*Model Legislative Veto Act,*” LEGISLATION NEWS (May 17, 2013, 7:48 AM), http://tinyurl.com/cm38j5q.


Michael Ramsey, *Seth Barrett Tillman: Are Supreme Court Justices 'Officers of and under the United States'?*, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (June 10, 2013, 10:23:00 PM), http://tinyurl.com/k8xzhmb.


Seth Barrett Tillman


Michael Ramsey, *Seth Barrett Tillman's Answers on "Officers" and "Offices"*, the Originalism Blog (Feb. 25, 2013, 7:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/adl38hj.


69


2012 CITATIONS


UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED § Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 (West 2012).

UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE § Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 (LexisNexis 2012).


Postgraduate: A new direction for the law, SUNDAY BUSINESS POST, May 20, 2012


2012 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


Terrence Berres, *Charting the Backwaters*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Jan. 19, 2012, 6:00 PM), http://tinyurl.com/7e3gnxd.


Rossa McMahon, *We can’t all access the courts. We should at least have access to court documents*, A CLATTER OF THE LAW (Aug. 23, 2012), http://tinyurl.com/cvhd6ga.


Michael Ramsey, Michael Stern: May the President Accept a Title of Foreign Nobility?, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (Nov. 12, 2012, 7:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/bn365m7.


Michael Ramsey, Michael Stern and Seth Barrett Tillman on the Vice President’s Impeachment Trial, THE ORIGINALISM BLOG (Nov. 4, 2012, 7:00 AM) (editing http://www.mail-archive.com/conlawprof@lists.ucla.edu/msg23644.html), http://tinyurl.com/cv8gxgq.


2011 Citations


Vivian S. Chu, Cong. Research Serv., RL 33009, Recess Appointments: A Legal Overview CRS-10 n.72 (May 12, 2011).


Roy E. Brownell II, Constitutional Chameleon: The Vice President's Place in Both the Political Branches 3 n.*, 17 n.60, 72 n.455, 82 n.531 (2011) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author), available at http://works.bepress.com/seth_barrett_tillman/235/.

2011 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


2010 ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CITATIONS


UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED §§ Article II, Section 1, Clause 7; Article II, Section 2, Clause 2; Amendment I; Amendment XI; 1 U.S.C.A. § 106; 2 U.S.C.A. § 8; 3 U.S.C.A. § 19 (West 2010).


2010 Internet Citations and fowledgments


Brent Barton (Oregon House of Representatives), For the Nerdy, FACEBOOK (June, 21 2010, 1:46 PM), http://tinyurl.com/ntgkvne.

Terrence Berres, A Fragment on Shall and May, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (June 18, 2010, 2:00 PM), http://fswi.blogspot.com/2010/06/fragment-on-shall-and-may.html.


Terrence Berres, The Originalist Who Came In From The Cold, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Oct. 26, 2010, 6:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/38suow8.


Terrence Berres, Tillman and Bailey on Federalist No. 77, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Jan. 7, 2010, 6:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/yesw9qc.


Dan Ernst, Mother (Constitution), May, Shall, or Will I?, LEGAL HISTORY BLOG (June 15, 2010, 12:54 AM), http://tinyurl.com/274wu36.

A Fragment on Shall and May, LEGAL WRITING PROF BLOG (July 19, 2010), http://tinyurl.com/2v666yu.

Howard M. Friedman, Recent Articles of Interest, RELIGION CLAUSE (Dec. 27, 2010, 7:00 AM), http://religionclause.blogspot.com/2010/12/recent-articles-of-interest_27.html (also cross-posted on Nexis).


Rick Hasen, Tillman and Tillman on "Shall and May", ELECTION LAW BLOG (June 18, 2010, 1:49 PM), http://tinyurl.com/3a6kj6k.


*What happens when a corporation issues more shares than are authorized under the Articles of Incorporation?*, QUORA (circa Sept. 14, 2010), http://tinyurl.com/26r3eyc.
2009 CITATIONS


United States Code Annotated § Article I, Section 6, Clause 2 (West 2009).

United States Code Service §§ Article I, Section 6, Clause 2; Article II, Section 2, Clause 3; Article II, Section 3; Amendment XII (LexisNexis 2009).


2009 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


Terrence Berres, *The Puzzle of Hamilton's Federalist No. 77*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (June 29, 2009, 6:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/m5suru.


Terrence Berres, *The Traditional View of Hamilton's Federalist No. 77 and an Unexpected Challenge*, MILWAUKEE FEDERALISTS (Sept. 18, 2009, 6:00 AM), http://tinyurl.com/n52hkc.


Seth Barrett Tillman


Guan Yang, GUAN'S THOUGHTS (Jan. 28, 2009), http://tinyurl.com/d4qdw4.
2008 CITATIONS


UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED §§ Article I, Section 6, Clause 2; Article I, Section 7, Clause 2; Article II, Section 2, Clause 3; Article II, Section 3; Amendment XII (West 2008).

UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE §§ Article I, Section 6, Clause 2; Article I, Section 7, Clause 2 (LexisNexis 2008).


2008 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


December Responses: PENNumbra, CONCURRING OPINIONS (Nov. 30, 2008, 11:33 PM), http://tinyurl.com/6omlo6 (also cross-posted on Nexis).


David Hricik, *Senator-President Obama, McCain, or Clinton?*, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION BLOG (Feb. 29, 2008), http://tinyurl.com/yscrle.


2007 CITATIONS


2007 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


Senate Termination of Presidential Recess Appointments, OPENCONGRESS (Jan. 24, 2007), http://tinyurl.com/r8n98h.


**2006 Citations**


UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED §§ Article I, Section 7, Clause 3; Article V (West 2006).

UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE §§ Article I, Section 7, Clause 3; Article V (LexisNexis 2006).


2006 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


2005 Citations


2005 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


2004 Citations


2004 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


2003 (AND PRE-2003) CITATION


2003 Internet Citations and Acknowledgments


CITATIONS IN WIKIPEDIA


CITATIONS TO TILLMAN-AUTHORED STATEMENTS NOT APPEARING IN MY PUBLICATIONS


GENERAL ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


CHRISTOPHER BROOKS, CHISHOLM TO ALDEN: JAMES WILSON'S ARTIFICIAL PERSON in AMERICAN SUPREME COURT HISTORY, 1793-1999, at viii (Logos Verlag Berlin 2006).


PETER SPILLER, BUTTERWORTH’S NEW ZEALAND LAW DICTIONARY, at v (7th ed. 2011).

W.J. STEWART, COLLINS DICTIONARY OF LAW, at i (Glasgow, HarperCollins 3d ed. 2006).


Caoimhe Hough and others, Editors’ Welcome, 2 IRISH L.J. i, v, 1 (2014) (peer reviewed) (masthead and Editors’ Welcome) (available on HeinOnline).


Masthead, 5(1) BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. i, ii (forthcoming 2016) (peer reviewed) (to be posted on HeinOnline).


Masthead, 3(2) BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. i, ii (2014) (peer reviewed) (available on HeinOnline).

Masthead, 3(1) BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. i, ii (2014) (peer reviewed) (available on HeinOnline).


***


I am happy to answer inquiries in regard to how I calculated my citation counts and also to suggest how others should fairly count citations.

Write me at: sbarretttillman@yahoo.com.

Where multiple versions of otherwise identical journal articles cite a Tillman-authored publication, only the most recent version of the article is counted. Where multiple versions or editions of otherwise identical reports, books, etc. cite a Tillman-authored publication, only one version or edition of the report, book, etc. is counted.

However, a report, book, etc. initially published under one author’s name, but republished under another author’s name or in a new language will be counted twice.
Likewise, an article published in a journal and then republished in a book (or vice versa) will be counted twice. Similarly, a conference paper later published in a journal, in the same or similar form, is counted twice.

Finally, each separate section of a multi-section treatise citing a Tillman-authored publication is counted individually. Such treatises include: (i) Rotunda & Nowak’s Treatise on Constitutional Law: Substance and Procedure, and (ii) Forte & Spalding’s The Heritage Guide to the Constitution.

ii A citation is “Extant” if a draft is publicly available, even if not in final form. Drafts posted on SSRN are “Extant.”

iii 2013 and 2014 are my two most productive years for citations.

iv A citation is “Forthcoming”: (i) if I have seen a draft version (which is not publicly available); or (ii) if I have received substantial personal assurance from the third-party author that his or her publication will include one or more citations to a Tillman-authored publication (or will acknowledge me personally). By contrast, a citation is “Extant” if the third-party publication (or draft publication) has already been printed, published, or placed on line (in final or draft form). (When I report citation totals, I do not include citations in the “Forthcoming” category.)

v A citation is “Expected or Planned” if I have good cause to believe when the publication is published it will include one or more citations to a Tillman-authored publication. (When I report citation totals, I do not include citations in this “Expected or Planned” category.)

vi See supra notes iv & v. Counting all “Extant” citations. Citation totals do not include citations in the “Forthcoming” category. Citation totals do not include citations in the “Expected or Planned” category.

vii See supra notes iv & v. Again, citation totals do not include citations in the “Forthcoming” category. Citation totals do not include citations in the “Expected or Planned” category. Finally, third-party working papers which have not yet been accepted for publication or published at a journal are categorized as non-journal citations.